
As you read this, rivers you count on are being 
jeopardized. Whitewater hotspots like the 
Ocoee in TN are now at risk due to an invasion 
of the timber and paper industry.  

According to the U.S. Forest Service, more 
timber is being cut in the South than in any 
other nation in the world. Five million acres 
of forests are being wiped out annually. And 
with it, clean water, and the pristine places 
that make the South one of the most frequented 
recreation attractions in the world. 

The Dogwood Alliance is committed to protect-
ing southern forests and ensuring the future 
of outdoor recreation by:

• Stopping the construction of new or expand-
ing wood-chipping facilities

• Passing strong forest protection policies in 
southern states

• Reducing the demand for virgin wood fiber and 
encouraging the use of recycled and tree-
free alternatives. 

With these goals in mind, we have established 
Team Dogwood as an easy way for paddlers, 
outdoor retailers and manufacturers to get 
involved and help the Dogwood Alliance stem 
clearcutting and conversion of natural forests 
in the South.

Visit the Dogwood Alliance website for more 
information.
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We know – it’s just a chair. No big deal if it 
breaks. Right? It’s not like a carabineer straightening 
out and sending you hurtling to your death. Or breaking a 
paddle on a Class V river just before you skirt that ter-
minal sieve. But if your chair breaks it will hack you off. 
And it will hack us off.

Since 1987 we have been designing chairs in phun hog heaven 
in Gig Harbor, Washington. We overbuild them - from the 
nylon that we use in the feet to the webbing that holds the 
seatbacks to the frames. We’re just that way.

Hey – we know that it’s just a chair. But we 
want it to be the best chair that you’ve ever 
owned.So> 

what makes a
                       TRAVELCHAIR so special?                                           



T h e  L i n g e r i e  L i n e
quick drying, lightweight, revealing, bulletproof...

The lingerie line takes the 
best of TRAVELCHAIR and improves 
upon it.  we’ve taken our most 
popular chairs and meshed fab-
rics with them that are super 
quick to dry, won’t puddle 
rainwater, are mildew resistant 
and are lighter in weight than 
the fabrics that we use in the 
rest of our line.  we call these 
new fabrics ballistic nylon and 
ballistic polyester mesh.

The lingerie line provides a 
form fit in any environment, 
but is particularly well suited 
to the hot, wet ones. ideal for 
river trips or jaunts to the 
beach.

Accompanying svelte stuff-sacks 
in the lingerie line come with 
coordinating mesh panels so that 
you can put your lingerie away 
wet and reduce the dank smell 
when you pull it out again.

Lynn Beck, personal trainer and kickboxing instructor, 
does her own stretching on Cutts Island, 

Henderson Bay, WA.



The Teddy: Form fitting and 
contours to your body. Classic lines 
and supportive throughout, the Teddy 
is our best selling chair covered with 
Ballistic Nylon Mesh.  Model #579    



The Bodywrap: Provides comfort, full 
coverage, and ventilation like a Bodywrap.  
This chair can do it all with maximum 
comfort. Adjustable pillow conforms to every 
size body. Model #779.  

Steve Jordan carves out a smooth turn. 
Photo by Stephen McBride, Courtesy of Liquidlogic Kayaks. www.liquidlogickayaks.com



The French Cut: Like a French Cut bikini bottom, the 
TRAVELChAir French Cut is supportive and revealing. This low cut 
chair is inspired by classic beach chairs and is perfect when the job 
calls for a full sized chair but storage space is limited.  
Model #2279.

The Fishnet: While it shares the same frame as The Teddy, 
the fishnet is more seductive in appearance. Inspired by the salmon 
nets used by commercial fishermen based out of Gig Harbor, the 
Fishnet is constructed by hooking up polyester mesh and solid
polyester fabric.  Model #569.

Ma’Shelle and Timothy mend nets aboard the 
Paragon after a season of salmon fi shing. 
Gig Harbor, WA.



C O R E  L I N E

anytime, anywhere

The core line started 
it all.  great stuff 
that will fulfill 
every need from 
Steelhead fishing in 
eastern russia to 
sea kayaking off the 
coast of martha’s 
vineyard to napping 
in the sun. 

So what makes a TRAVELCHAIR so special?

Lounge Lizard: Not the sleazy variety that hangs in bar rooms that smell 
of mildew, old cigarette smoke and stale beer, but the cute kind that scampers 
around your campsite after the sun gets low and the shadows get long. The 
number one chair in our line to recover in from heinous outdoor workouts and 
office place burnouts.  Model #2189.



Let’s start with connectors. 
We like to think that our connectors are as strong as the bond between you and your best dawg - but be aware - not all plastic 
is created equal. Connectors on TRAVELCHAIRS are made with amazing stuff that is durable and pliable - nylon. It means that 
year after year these connectors will be flexing their way through life (think power lifter strong, yogi flexible) while other 
weak, frail connectors break under the pressure of everyday life.

Magic Carpet Ride: Remember when you were 
a kid and your parents slept in cots when they camped?  
Well, as you’ve found out, maybe your parents weren’t so 
clueless after all. We love fast and light, but when doing 
a week of creeks on the Olympic Peninsula nothing rocks 
like the Magic Carpet Ride. Generously oversized, it keeps 
you out of the muck in manke conditions and protects you 
from things that go bump in the night for half the price of 
a self-inflating mattress. And the generous 80”x30” size 
accommodates the most active sleepers.  
Model #2389.



Bubba Chair : Like a bubba this chair will wrap around you 
and encase you in love like a hug from your country bred grandfather.  
Tough, gruff double layered 600 denier polyester exterior hides a heart 
of comfort and an adjustable pillow cradles your head.  
Model #789.

Easy Rider: The classic folding chair.  
This is the workhorse that guides and outfitters 
around the world rely on. While look-a-likes last 
three weeks, outfitters get three hard years of 
use from the Easy Rider. Model #589.

Big Bubba Chair:  When Bubba love just isn’t enough 
for you. A footrest on the Bubba brings the ultimate in laid 
back comfort and security to a package that will still fit behind 
the seat in the truck. Like the rest of the chairs on this page, 
the Big Bubba’s double layered 600 denier polyester will keep 
you out of harm’s way.  Model #789FR.

Core Line [more Core]

Maya and Isabella search for clues to their 
island’s namesake; Dead Man’s Island,
Henderson Bay, WA.



Sling Chair : A chopper version of 
the Easy Rider.  Less chair, less bulk, 
less weight.  Fits nicely into most tour-
ing kayaks.  Rocks on canoe trips and 
in sports cars – our stuff fits in any ride.  
Model #689S.

Grommet Chair: Put the young-
sters in this scaled down Easy Rider after 
an exhausting day of sand castle building 
and beach combing. The Grommet Chair 
also nicely accommodates aspiring pro 
soccer players between plays.
Model #589K.

Whether its bikes, chairs, or humans, a good sturdy frame is where it all starts. 

Some aspects of a good frame are readily apparent and some are not. Let’s start with what is visible. TRAVELChair started the 
whole folding furniture genre in 1984. Natural selection has led to a design that is as simple, as light and as tough as possible.  

Look under the skin and you will see that our steel and aluminum are a grade higher than what is on the market and a tick or two 
thicker. TRAVELCHAIR has designed and produced more than 2,525,445 chairs to date. That’s enough steel and aluminum to stretch 
from NYC to the Congo and back. That’s a lot of real life product testing and design experience that has gone into each TRAVELCHAIR.

So what makes a TRAVELCHAIR so special?



Core Line [TABLES]

Nacho Table:  Perfect size for a snack on the 
dock or backcountry dinner for two.  We don’t want 
you to sit on it, but it will hold a heap of food. 
Model #389L.

“If only they knew how much I detest kibble, 24/7/365, they’d share their food 
with me.” The Dahlgrens picnic down oblivious to Wilbur’s pain. Gig Harbor, WA.



Canyon Table:  At least 50% of all that 
is good about Canyon trips rests on a table — 
margaritas, steaks, margaritas, brownies, margaritas… 
The Canyon table is equally at home in the local park as it 
is on a river trip.  Highly compact.  All aluminum.  Weighs 
next to nothing.  Model #2089.

Canyon Table El Grande:  
Too much of a good thing... is a good 
thing. Almost twice the size of the 
Canyon Table.  Model #2089LG.



Why kneel or sit on your 
haunches when a package no 
bigger than a collapsible 
umbrella will add comfort 
and serenity to your life? 

Slacker: A simple two pound, three legged structure that will 
hold 275 pounds. Collapses down to a package and wraps with an 
integrated Velcro strap. Model #1389.

Adjustable Slacker:  A small package that 
adjusts in height from 20” to 25”. Model #1389D.

S l a c k e r  S e r i e s

Ultimate Slacker: Provides the support 
of a chair with the compactness of a Slacker. The 
Ultimate Slacker fits nicely into the front storage 
hatch of most touring kayaks. It is equally at home 
on the soccer field.  Model #1489.  



Beauty may be skin deep, but our fabrics are tough to the core. 

Take the fabric that we use in most of our core line. while most camp chairs get by with a single layer of a lighter fab-
ric, we use double layers of 600 denier polyester. double layered fabrics are not only more durable, they look better 
and feel more substantial when you’re kicking back. as for the cinch sacks, we went with a lighter ply and we bar-tacked 
the stitching, in order to minimize the hassle while maintaining the strength, freeing you up to have more phun .

Our Ballistic Nylon and Polyester Meshes are the result of working closely with suppliers to craft products that meet 
and exceed the demands placed on our chairs by you, the end user. Of course, along the way we put them through some 
rigorous product testing in the Desert Southwest, in Chilean Patagonia and in our own warehouse.

Sometimes fast and light is the ticket.  our line of 
minimalist’s chairs carry equally well on a winter 
ski tour or at summer ball games. 

Dirtbag Chair: Classic minimalist seating 
that no phun hog should be without. Throw one in 
the trunk and have it for après mountain biking 
beers or a soft cushion for soaking up the sun 
after Spring river runs. Model #1589.

Stadium Seat: A few more widgets on the Dirtbag 
Chair makes the Stadium Seat a bunch more versatile. A 
buckled strap on the bottom of the Dirtbag Chair allows the 
Stadium Seat to be lashed to bleachers at the ball game or to 
a canoe seat on a multi-week Algonquin trip. Model #1689.

So what makes a TRAVELCHAIR so special?

M i n i m a l i s t ’ s  C h a i r s
Proving that it doesn’t always rain in the Pacifi c Northwest. Sunrise in Gig Harbor, WA.



GL Picnic Pack and Attache:  Looks like overkill 
until a special occasion comes along. We took care of the WOW 
Factor so you can look like a hero with minimum stress. Both 
packages have complete picnic service to cover a party of four 
– or just use either one on a romantic hike-in or a picnic for two.  
GL Picnic Pack features matching blankets that is fuzzy on one 
side and waterproof on the other so wet grass doesn’t soak 
your butt. Attache carries over the shoulder and has two inte-
grated beverage holders. Both have built-in, insulated coolers. 
Model #8896. (GL Picnic Pack ) 
Model #8898. (GL Attache) 

Stuff that’ll make you look 
just as cool as can be

Beach Umbrella: Our Beach Umbrella isn’t 
one of the cheesy ones sold at the corner drug store.  
Use it on the beach, at the local crags, or on multi- 
day rafting trips to hide the groover. Model #1189.

O t h e r  S t u f f



Anywhere Chair with Cooler:  
The perfect answer when watching half 
pipe competitions on sunny Spring days.  
Beverages store nicely under your seat – 
safe from marauding beverage leeches.  
Makes guys look like studs.  Makes girls 
look like babes. Model #1289C.

Backpack Chair: We took the 
shoulder and sternum straps off an 
approach pack, screwed it on a wicked 
comfy chair, and added the bag from a 
daypack.  Allows you to hike in, have your 
cake and eat it too, all while chillin’ in a 
TRAVELCHAIR.  A great tool for artists and 
outdoor educators. Model #2489.

While Anne expands her mind, Chandler dreams of 
a bigger, more powerful riding mower. Gig Harbor, WA.



There are times when the only 
chair that will do is one that 
has your logo on it. A big part of 
TRAVELCHAIR’S business is supply-
ing branded chairs to everyone 
from neighborhood bakeries to
Fortune 500 companies.

Tell us what your needs are 
- from youth soccer teams to 
specialty retail stores to the 
largest corporations - we do it 
all.  Branded TRAVELCHAIRS are 
the path to better employee 
moralE, CLOSER relationships with 
your key clients and more brand 
recognition for your company.

minimum orders are generally 
24 of any one product.  Set-up 
fees apply.

Call and tell us your 
needs so we can make 
it happen for you.

So... 
whaT makes 

a 
TRAVELCHAIR 

promotional

opportunities...

YOUR  [LOGO]  HERE



It’s in the 
details. 
We overbuild. You’ll 
probably never notice 
things like bar tacking, 
doubling of Fabrics 
and reinforcement 
fabrics made of 
seat-belt material, 
but we will.  

The bottom 
line is that 
attention 
to detail 
makes good 
designs 
worK BEST.

So... 
whaT makes 

a 
TRAVELCHAIR 

So
special?


